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Abstract
This piece puts forth some complexities and contentions
in realising a world where devices in the home and on
the person are increasingly connected. This becomes all
the more relevant as more stuff in the home demands an
always-on connection to the Internet, and the assumed
speeds inch ever higher. We touch on these issues in
a look at the infrastructures, community projects, and
homes in the far reaches of northern Scotland.
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An old telecoms cable, where
it departed the shore [left] to
link to an island in the North
Atlantic. This would have carried perhaps a hundred telephone conversations at a time,
to the rest of Scotland and
the UK. The bulk of the cable
is protection and shielding;
information-carrying copper is
visible if one scratches at the
green oxidation [right].

A high-tech hut [above] at the
shore houses the next generation: this is the landing point
of a fibre optic cable which
can carry hundreds of gigabits
per second. The local authority has spliced in at this point
[left], siphoning off a capacity
of ten gigabits.
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The fibre runs across the
region, and local communities
can connect to it. The routes
of the fibre are crucial for local
and national connectivity, yet
the few visible traces of the
buried cable on the landscape
are subtle [clockwise from
top]: a marker plaque, an access cover, a seam in the road.

As in other parts of the UK,
small green cabinets [far left]
are the only means of wired
data connectivity from national
providers. Because many
homes are far away from the
cabinet, this leads to impractical speeds. Old telecoms
masts [left] for remote communities provide slow speeds
at best.
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To connect to the fibre link described on the previous page,
communities of ten or twenty
homes now take a do-it-yourself approach. With advice
and sometimes equipment
from a local service provider,
they set up masts [left] with
visibility to the backbone, and
smaller square aerials on their
homes [far left] in order to link
to the mast. Good visibility
often means being on top of a
hill, where there is not always
power; wind and solar generation with battery storage
[right] can be used to keep the
link running.

But despite the efforts by
the local authority, and national initiatives meant to
allow broadband to reach rural
areas, representatives in many
other remote communities
continue in their effort to connect homes and public spaces
at the megabits of speed that
the majority of digital online
services now presume.
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In homes close to the green cabinet, and in those communities
which have set up their own high speed links, we saw a variety
of network-connected devices: wifi routers and repeaters, settop boxes and video streamers, and PCs used for gaming and
video calls. But in homes without fast or reliable connections,
device configurations are less complex: a laptop for email, typically used also in the workplace where connectivity is better.
“Smart” devices like learning thermostats or Amazon Echo are
irrelevant.
In the workshop, we engaged in an exploration of how assumed speeds and always-on connectivity are inherent to the
design intentions of much domestic digital technology. We find
ourselves wondering whether some devices could make more
of low-speed connections (rather than not work at all); and
conversely if devices in “high speed” environments might not
benefit those homes by periodically slowing down or cutting
connectivity.
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